CISCO CERTIFIED NETWORK ASSOCIATE + SECURITY PREPARATION CERTIFICATE: 253

Total Credits: 16
Catalog Edition: 2020-2021

Program Description

(G): 253

This career curriculum prepares students for entry-level positions in cybersecurity. Intended for those already employed in computing or who have a computing background, the certificate prepares the student to install, operate, and troubleshoot medium-sized router and switched networks including implementation and verification of connections to remote sites in a WAN. It includes basic introduction to wireless networking concepts and hands-on performance-based skills. The certificate instructs the student in basic and intermediate cybersecurity skills, such as how to develop a security infrastructure, recognize vulnerabilities to networks, and mitigate security threats. This cybersecurity curriculum emphasizes core security technologies and the installation, troubleshooting, and monitoring of network devices to maintain integrity, confidentiality and availability of data and devices. It provides the foundation for students to sit for the following industry-recognized certifications: Network+, Security+, CCNA (Cisco Certified Network Associate), and the Cisco CCNASecurity certification.

Program Outcomes

Upon completion of this program a student will be able to:

• Describe common network devices; the OSI model; common network protocols; features of LANs and WANs; types of network topologies; bandwidth.
• Describe characteristics of Ethernet networks; client/server networks; function of network devices; router serial ports; characteristics of WAN technologies.
• Describe basics of Ethernet technologies; framing process; MAC; CSMA/CD; types of duplex; 10/100/1000/10000BPS Ethernet technologies.
• Describe commands used to name a router, how administrators set passwords on a router, the use of the show commands, the command and steps required to configure a serial interface, the command and steps required to configure an Ethernet interface, how an administrator executes changes to a router, how an administrator saves changes to a router, the command and steps required to configure an interface description, the command and steps required to configure a log-in banner, the command and steps required to configure host tables, the purpose of backup documentation, and the steps for password recovery on a router.
• Describe the basic principles of routing, the difference between routed and routing protocols, what interior and exterior protocols are used for in routing, the difference between static versus dynamic routes, how static routes are configured, how default routes are configured, some methods for troubleshooting static route configurations, why dynamic routing protocols are necessary, distance vector routing, link-state routing, and how different routing protocols are used in context.
• Describe classless interdomain routing (CIDR); calculate subnets with variablelength subnet masking (VLSM); describe route aggregation with VLSM and Routing Information Protocol version 2 (RIPv2); configure, verify and troubleshoot RIPv2, EIGRP, and OSPF.
• Describe microsegmentation, how a switch learns addresses, and switch forwarding; describe switches and collision domains and switches and broadcast domains; configure LAN switches; verify LAN switch configuration; and manage LAN switches.
• Describe the goals of redundant topologies; define Spanning Tree Protocol (STP); describe the stages of spanning-tree port states and election of designated ports; describe the stages of selecting a root bridge; describe Path cost; set STP timers; explain how STP helps convergence; and describe Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP).
• Explain what VLANs are; cite reasons to create VLANs and describe the benefits of VLANs; name and describe the methods of VLAN implementation; create, verify, and delete
VLAN configurations; describe basic VLAN troubleshooting methods.

- Explain the differences between LANs and WANs; identify the devices used in a WAN; list WAN standards; describe WAN encapsulation; classify the various WAN link options; differentiate between packet-switched and circuit-switched WAN technologies; describe the steps in WAN design.

- Identify and describe the basic components that define Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) communication; define and describe the use of link control protocol (LCP) and Network Control Protocol (NCP) frames in PPP; describe the process for configuring and verifying PPP; describe and explain PPP authentication; define and describe the use of password authentication; define and describe the use of Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP).

- Describe Frame Relay services, standards, and components; describe Local Management Interface (LMI) features; describe the use of Frame Relay subinterfaces; configure, verify, and troubleshoot basic Frame Relay.

- Describe industry security terminology and acronyms, basic security vulnerabilities, and design and manage a security policy.

- Design and implement trust and identity technology at layer 2 and 3 of the OSI Model.

- Configure, monitor, and maintain advanced router firewall installation.

- Implement Secure Network Design.

Program Advisors

Germantown

- Prof. Silvia Vargas, 240-567-1983, Silvia.Vargas@montgomerycollege.edu
- Prof. David Vargas, 240-567-1933, David.Vargas@montgomerycollege.edu

For more information, please visit https://www.montgomerycollege.edu/cyberprogram

To view the Advising Worksheet, please visit https://www.montgomerycollege.edu/_documents/counseling-and-advising/advising-worksheets/current-catalog/253.pdf
Program Requirements
A suggested course sequence for full-time students follows. All students should review this advising guide and consult an advisor.

Program Requirements
- NWIT 151 - Introduction to Networking 3 semester hours
- NWIT 252 - Cisco Networking 2 3 semester hours
- NWIT 253 - Cisco Networking 3 3 semester hours
- NWIT 254 - Cisco Networking 4 3 semester hours
- NWIT 261 - CCNA SECURITY 4 semester hours

Total Credit Hours: 16
Transfer Opportunities
Montgomery College has partnerships with multiple four-year institutions and the tools to help you transfer. To learn more, please visit https://www.montgomerycollege.edu/transfer or http://artsys.usmd.edu.

Get Involved at MC!
Employers and Transfer Institutions are looking for experience outside the classroom.

MC Student Clubs and Organizations: https://www.montgomerycollege.edu/life-at-mc/student-life/
The MC Cyberwatch is a cybersecurity club serving all students in the Cybersecurity program who wish to go beyond the traditional curriculum requirements. The club promotes cybersecurity awareness as well as extracurricular hands-on activities that lead to competitions such as:

- Collegiate Cyber Defense Competitions (CCDC)
- Digital Forensics Competition
- National Cyber League
- Cybersecurity Awareness Poster Competition

Related Careers
Some require a Bachelor’s degree. The A.A.S. in Cybersecurity is ideal for those working in or towards positions such as: Helpdesk/Field Service Technician, IT Support Specialist, Systems Analyst, Systems/Network Administrator, Network Security Engineer, Security Consultant/Specialist, Information Assurance Technician.

Career Services
Montgomery College offers a range of services to students and alumni to support the career planning process. To learn more, please visit https://www.montgomerycollege.edu/career

Career Coach
A valuable online search tool that will give you the opportunity to explore hundreds of potential careers or job possibilities in Maryland and the Washington D.C. metropolitan area. Get started today on your road to a new future and give it a try. For more information, please visit https://montgomerycollege.emsicareercoach.com

Notes: